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"I often explain that it's at least as satisfying to make an impact on people's lives as it is to make
money. Try. You may be fascinated by your ability to change the world. You will want to do more.
You will wake up at night and think about everything you want to try to do in the morning. The
creator of a social business is just as obsessed with success as the entrepreneur seeking to maximize
profit. The only difference is the definition of success”

Building Social Business (2011) ,
Professor Muhammad Yunus, Nobel Peace Prize 2006
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PREFACE
Companies developed, early on, means and tools to measure economic performance and financial
profitability with the aim of optimizing them as well as drawing the attention of investors and attract them.
Since the 1980s, new rules and regulations, namely those relating to the environment and health and
safety at work, have created new financial risks for companies. As a result, economic actors were pushed
to develop new tools and approaches to control the negative impact that a company could have on its
environment.
More recently, and with the gradual disappearance of the border between economic and social vocation,
companies have tried to come up with new ways to measure and optimize the positive impact they may
have on their environment. This new, yet unpopular, trend could be the cure for all societal issues and
enhance social value creation (social impact).
Over the past months, numerous studies and approaches focusing on impact measurement and
management have emerged, attesting to the richness and the importance of this sector. These studies also
highlight the need for standards that are consensual and voluntary to manage the positive impact of
companies.
This document is a contribution to this effort.
The first part of this document lays out the requirements and principles for implementing the Impact
Management System (IMS). The IMS aims to support the body, regardless of its type, size or sector of
activity, to design and implement processes and activities allowing them to:
o
o
o
o
o

Measure the positive impacts of operational activities;
Guarantee the quality and performance of the efforts undertaken;
Enhance stakeholders’ engagement and involvement;
Identify ways to enrich the contribution to society and the environment;
Demonstrate compliance with specified, legal or contractual requirements.

The IMS, once established, may be certified by independent third parties.
The second part of this document lays out the principles of IMS certification. These are terms of reference
intended to be used as specifications between the certified body and the certification body.
The present work is the fruit of a partnership between three Tunisian organizations active at the
international level in the economic and social fields.
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Impact Partner (IP), the initiator of the project, is a member of the Yunus Social Business Global Initiatives
Network, chaired by Nobel Peace Prize Laureate Professor Muhamed Yunus. Impact Partner (Yunus Social
Business Tunisia) was created with the support of the African Development Bank.
IP's mission is to promote and support Impact Investing through an investment fund, the Social Business
Fund, and advisory programs for projects with strong social impact.
Mazars is an international, integrated and independent organization, specialized in auditing, consulting,
accounting, and tax and legal services.
As of January 1st,2019, Mazars operates in 89 countries and territories that form an integrated international
network. Mazars draws upon the expertise of 23,000 women and men based in 310 offices around the
world. Led by 1040 associates, they assist companies of all sizes and in every stage of their growth; from
SMEs to large international groups, as well as, intermediary companies, start-ups and public bodies.
Founded in 1996, Mazars Tunisia, with 8 partners and 160 professionals, are mobilized to meet the
expectations of clients in all sectors. Mazars Tunisia also covers Libya through a correspondence office.
Crowe Tunisia is a member of Crowe Global, ranked the 8th largest global accounting network with more
than 200 independent audit and consulting firms in nearly 130 countries worldwide.
Managed by 5 partners, Crowe Tunisia now has about 20 certified accountants and 80 employees made up
of accountants, auditors, finance experts and tax specialists, distributed among the different departments.
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INTRODUCTION
1. OVERVIEW
The Impact Management System (IMS) aims to support all types of organizations, regardless of their status,
size or sector of activity, to design and implement processes and activities allowing them to:
-

Measure the positive impacts of operational activities;
Guarantee the quality and performance of the efforts undertaken;
Enhance stakeholders’ engagement and involvement;
Identify ways to enrich the contribution to society and the environment;
Demonstrate compliance with specified, legal or contractual requirements

2. ALIGNMENT AND COMPATIBILITY
The requirements of the IMS specified in this document are inspired by and compatible with other
standards, mainly the ISO 9001: 2015 quality management standard. They are also aligned with impact
management methodologies, mainly the European Venture Philanthropy Association's “practical guide for
measuring and managing impact” (EVPA, 2015) and "Operating Principles for Impact Management" of the
International Finance Corporation (WBG, 2019).
This compatibility and alignment aims to reduce cost and effort of the company.
In this document, the following verb forms are applied:
-

« Must » notes a requirement;
"Should" means a recommendation;
"May" sometimes means an authorization, or even a possibility or ability

2.1.

IMPACT MANAGEMENT PRINCIPLES:
INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

The requirements adopted in this document comply with the principles described by the International
Finance Corporation (IFC) in its document "The Operating Principles for Impact Management"
(International Finance Corporation - WBG, 2019).
For the purposes of the IMS design, the principles set out by the IFC, which are initially applicable to
funders, have been adopted and developed into principles accessible to all kinds of bodies wishing to
measure and manage the impact.

10
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The elements of the process set out by the IFC are:
-

Impact strategy;
Creation and structuring;
Portfolio Management;
Impact at exit;
Independent verification.

figure 1 : Operating Principles for Impact Management - IFC

2.2.

REFERENCE IMPLEMENTATION GUIDE
TO MEASURING AND MANAGING
IMPACT (EVPA)

The IMS refers to the practical guide for measurement and impact management developed by the
European Venture Philanthropy Association (EVPA), published in June 2015.
This guide presents an approach for measuring impact in 5 steps (EVPA, 2015):
-

Set impact objectives
Analyze stakeholders
Measure the results
Check and evaluate the impact
Monitoring and reporting

Reference to this guide is intended to provide bodies with a sequential approach to adopt in their
impact management system.
2.3.

ISO MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

The IMS was established with reference to the ISO standards approach, particularly in terms of planning
and process management. The body that has started an ISO quality process will find little or no difficulty
in implementing the IMS. Those who are qualified or trained in quality management systems will also

11
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find it easy to implement the IMS. The wording used in this document is very strongly inspired by that
of the ISO standards in order to facilitate adoption by the body.

I. SCOPE
This document is intended for any organizational body wishing to control and optimize its impact,
whatever the products or services it provides, regardless of its size. The IMS described here applies
equally to small and medium-sized enterprises; large enterprises, investment funds, local authorities;
public bodies, development agencies and public authorities (Institutes, Ministries, Departments, ...).

II. DEFINITION OF
TERMINOLOGY
The terminology displayed in this document is defined as follows:
§ CERTIFICATION:
A compliance assessment process that results in written assurance that a product, organization, or
person meets certain requirements. It is provided by an independent body and aims at the
homologation of the evaluated organization.
§ VALUE CHAIN:
A process by which upstream resources (Inputs) are transformed into activities, production and services
(Outputs) that generate a result (Outcomes) in contact with the company's environment and which
become impact.
§ MANAGEMENT:
Top management of the body.
§ IMPACT:
Any positive or negative change resulting from an organization's activities in a broader environment
than its own stakeholders.
§ IMPACT WASHING:
Assuming the impact achieved by the intervention of other bodies or external factors.

12
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§ IMS:
Impact Management System
§ INDICATOR:
A piece or set of information that contributes to the assessment of a given situation.
§ ISO:
International Organization for Standardization
§ IFC:
International Finance Corporation
§ METHODOLOGY:
Approach followed, way of proceeding.
§ BODY:
Small and Medium Enterprises; Large companies; Investment Funds; local communities; public bodies,
development agencies; public authorities (Agencies, Institutes, Ministries, ...)
§ TOOL:
Device allowing the realization of a work.
§ STAKEHOLDER:
An individual or a collective actor (group or organization) directly or indirectly affected by a decision or
project.
§ THEORY OF CHANGE (TOC):
A strategic planning methodology that is deployed by bodies, social movements, and government
agencies. It consists in defining the ultimate mission of the body (reason of existence), then
schematizing the preparatory and essential steps (preconditions) in order to achieve the impact.
§ IMPACT SECTOR:
Group of similar positive or negative impacts affecting the same target that a body may have on its
environment.

III. AWARENESS OF THE CONTEXT OF THE
BODY
Before starting the IMS implementation phase, a body must be fully aware of the environment in which
it operates and the interactions that exist and bind it to different stakeholders.
13
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IMPACT SECTORS
The body interacts with its environment. It creates value but also consumes it. It is similar to a black box
that produces elements. This production generates positive and negative impacts. The body must
establish a map of these impacts generated or that can be generated. As such, the mapping in question
should specify the nature of the impact, its intensity as well as its frequency. The impact sectors represent
the similar impact groups identified in the mapping.

In the framework of IMS implementation, the body must take into account generated negative impacts of
high occurrence or intensity. It must also prove that these impacts are controlled. The level of control
required depends on the severity and occurrence of these impacts.
Indeed, the IMS may not be relevant if the body achieves, on the one hand, a positive impact that responds
to a given social problem, but causes, on the other hand, an uncontrolled negative impact.
The lack of control of the negative impacts of a given body is likely to cancel the effectiveness of the IMS
and consequently the certification of the impact.
.

14
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EXAMPLE: GROUP OF POTTERS:
An Economic Interest Group (EIG) of potters gathering 80 female potters is taken as an
example in this document. The EIG aims to improve the life quality of potters through
the expansion of the potters’ product line and by allowing them access to international
marketing channels.

THEORY OF CHANGE AND VALUE
CHAIN OF THE IMPACT
The body must decide which impact sector(s) it wishes to target and justify this choice. The definition of
the theory of change leading to these impact sectors represents the starting point of the IMS. The theory
of change related to an impact sector in particular is based on the impact Value Chain. These are the
processes through which the upstream resources (Inputs) are transformed into activities, production and

15
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services (Outputs) that generate a result (Outcomes) in contact with the business environment and which
are transformed into impact.
This value chain is based on a set of assumptions that must be stated in a precise way. They must also
be reviewed, adapted and revalidated periodically by the Management of the body. In this respect, the
Theory of Change is a system of continuous improvement.

16
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IV. ADOPTION OF THE IMS
The IMS is the system set up to pilot and optimize the identified and validated value chain.

MANAGEMENT ROLE
IV.1.1

OVERVIEW

Management must incorporate the principles of IMS into all departments of its body by:
a) Ensuring the proper conduct of the IMS
b) Ensuring that the impact measurement policy and objectives are established for the IMS and that
they are consistent with the context and strategic orientation of the body;
c) Ensuring that IMS-related principles are adopted and applied by all of the body’s professions;
d) Setting up all the resources required for the implementation of the IMS;
e) Raising awareness on the importance of having an effective IMS and complying with its
requirements;
f) Ensuring that the IMS achieves the desired results;
g) Encouraging, guiding and supporting people to contribute to the effectiveness of IMS;
h) Encouraging continuous improvement of the IMS and related methodology; and
i) Defining the role and responsibilities of each stakeholder in the IMS.

IV.1.2

FOCUS IMPACT AND STAKEHOLDERS’ ENGAGEMENT

Management must ensure that the body's impact strategy is one of the priorities of all departments and
that it is aligned, and not contradictory, with the needs and expectations of all stakeholders.
It must also ensure:
-

The high commitment of all stakeholders and their adoption of the said impact strategy
The control of all the risks likely to alter the good implementation of the IMS.
Continuous improvement of the IMS to ensure the reliability of the results obtained.

17
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IMPACT MANAGEMENT PRINCIPLES
IV.2.1

DEFINITION AND IMPLEMENTATION OF THE IMS

The Management must develop an IMS which:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Is appropriate to the mission and context of the body and supports its strategic orientation;
Supports the achievement of the IMS objectives;
Facilitates the adoption and implementation of IMS requirements; and
Promotes continuous improvement of the IMS

The Management must also make the necessary updates to this system.

IV.2.2

DISSEMINATION OF THE IMPACT MANAGEMENT PRINCIPLE

The IMS must be:
a) Accessible to all stakeholders;
b) Documented and continuously updated;
c) Disseminated, assimilated and adopted within the body and among stakeholders.

IV.3

DEFINITION OF ROLES AND POWERS WITHIN
THE BODY

The Management must ensure that the roles and prerogatives of IMS stakeholders are validly distributed,
disseminated and accepted within the body.
As such, it must ensure that:
a) The IMS complies with the requirements of this document;
b) The processes deliver the expected results;
c) Reporting, particularly to the Management, on the performance of the IMS and opportunities for
improvement is available;
d) The integrity of the IMS is preserved when changes / updates are planned and implemented.
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V. IMPACT
MEASUREMENT
PLANNING
Planning is an essential element in developing and implementing the IMS.
In order to effectively measure its impact, a body must go through a well-established planning process that
includes 5 distinct and equally important elements:
-

V.1

Prioritization: assessment of the relevance of the impact sectors and the adoption of the impact value
chain;
Adoption of impact measurement indicators;
The definition of impact measurement indicators;
Impact measurement
Verification and control plan.

PRIORITIZATION

The body, or the person in charge of developing the IMS, must list the impacts that the body may have
on its environment, classify them while taking into account the frequency and intensity; prove the
control of the generated risks (negative impact) and choose the positive impacts that are considered a
priority to follow and optimize within the framework of the IMS (see Section III). The value chain thus
defined also highlights the basic assumptions of the impact achievement.

19
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V.2

ADOPTION OF INDICATORS

A set of indicators must be chosen and must cover all stages of the value chain:
-

Outputs/products indicators
Outcomes/results indicators
Impact indicator

20
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The choice of indicators is crucial to carry out the IMS. An indicator must be:
-

Compatible with the impact objectives and value chain
SMART: Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Realistic, and Time Bound
Clearly defined to avoid any ambiguity during assessment.

It is also strongly recommended to use more than one indicator to measure a given result in order to
increase the reliability of the results obtained.

Bodies that want to optimize the management, measurement and evaluation of their impact should use
the standard tools of impact measurement while adapting it to their real context and activities. IRIS is a
relevant example of indicators that a body may adopt.

21
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IRIS: an impact management and measurement system developed by the Global Impact
Investing Network (GIIN) (IRIS SYSTEM AND STANDARDS 2019). IRIS is a catalog of generallyaccepted performance measures that major investors use to measure social impact.
This catalogue describes the generally-accepted definitions of impact categories and impact
themes providing a common language for describing, evaluating, communicating and
ultimately comparing impact performance. IRIS may be a base upon which each organization
can plan its impact management system.

The indicators chosen for impact measurement will be subject to several iterations and changes over time.
After adoption of the impact measurement indicators in accordance with the impact objectives, the body
must define each indicator in a clear and unambiguous way in order to ensure the good implementation
of the IMS.
These definitions should be communicated to all IMS stakeholders.
The clear definition of all impact measurement indicators will align all stakeholders and avoid deviation
from the primary mission of the body and its impact objectives as well as the risk of Impact Washing.

EXAMPLE OF AN INDICATOR DEFINITION: NUMBER OF QUALITY JOBS CREATED
Case of an Impact Investing Fund focused, essentially, on creating jobs and fighting
unemployment:
According to this Body’s theory of change, any job or income-generating opportunity created
does not necessarily have a positive impact on the employee / beneficiary.
For this reason, beyond creation, the fund measures the quality of jobs / income-generating
opportunities to ensure that the impact of companies in the portfolio is positive on their
environment, measurable and sustainable over time.
•

Definition of the indicator:
A quality job is a job that is formal, in accordance with the labor code in force and provides the
beneficiary with decent living conditions.

-

It allows the employee to have access to: (Pacific Community Ventures , 2016)
A living wage or income sufficient to ensure a decent standard of living - or at least higher than
the minimum wage offered by the employer sector;
Minimum benefits that improve economic security, improve health, and promote work-life
balance;
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-

-

-

These include paid holidays, health insurance and a retirement savings plan;
A fair and engaging workplace that balances employee priorities and well-being with the
needs of the business. For example, providing flexible and predictable schedules, treating all
staff with respect and dignity, actively soliciting employee ideas to improve the business, and
helping employees understand how their work contributes to the success of the company.
Career development opportunities that help employees develop the skills, networks and
experiences needed to get started or advance in a career. These opportunities may include
training and mentoring - both formal and informal - and upward pathways within the
company;
Wealth creation opportunities that enable and motivate employees to build the assets they
need to manage financial emergencies and ensure their long-term financial security, as well
as those of their families
A quality job meets more than one of these criteria but not necessarily all at the same time.
(Moving beyond Job creation- Insight at Pacific Community Ventures- April 2016)
The verification of these criteria in the context of the impact management system is done
through the collection of data from companies in the portfolio, a literature search, a sector
analysis and interviews with a representative sample of beneficiaries of the companies
financed by the fund to measure the qualitative aspect of the indicator (other complementary
impact due diligence actions may be undertaken to ensure the authenticity of the data
collected).
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V.3

IMPACT MEASUREMENT PLANNING AND
READJUSTMENT

The adopted indicators measurement approach must be precisely defined and planned. This includes a
series of actions for the collection, interpretation and verification of data leading to the calculation of
adopted indicators. This methodology that the body decides to adopt for the implementation of its IMS
must be clearly detailed and communicated internally and must be also available for any external request.

Exemple du Groupement des potières :

24
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The impact measurement must not stop at the calculation of the indicators but must lead to a
readjustment to each estimate or determination of the indicators adopted. The readjustment
methodology must be planned and defined initially. The following effects should be taken into account:
▪
▪
▪
§

The normal course of events ("deadweight effect");
The impact already achieved by others ("attribution");
The possibility of reducing the impact in the long term ("decrease");
The possibility of having the same results as what has already been achieved but with different
methods ("displacement effect").

§

Impact readjustment
Effect
Definition

« Deadweight »
This is the normal
course of events.
What would have
happened anyway
with or without the
intervention of the
body.

« Assuming »

« Decrease »

« Displacement »

Assuming the
impact achieved by
other Bodies.

Some impacts
decrease over time
due to external
factors.

Having the same
result already
achieved by other
Bodies but with
different methods.

Readjustment to external factors that may distort or alter the achievement of impact objectives will allow
the body to measure its real and lasting impact on the environment over time.
The readjustment methods are based on causality models and require a credible and rigorously defined
baseline scenario to control for factors, other than the intervention, that might account for the observed
change. (USAID, 2019).
Among the methodologies adopted to readjust the results, we mention the Randomized Controlled Trials
(RCT) methodology, which is a derivative of the medical sciences, whose purpose is to evaluate the
effectiveness of a drug vs. that of a placebo. From the 1960s, this method was adopted by different
countries for the evaluation of their public policies, (AFD - BÉDÉCARRATS F., 2017).
The body must adopt a method for the readjustment of its impacts. Although often considered resourceintensive, the RCT method may be suitable. The stages of conducting the RCT are:
-

Identification of the target population;
Its division into two distinct groups with the same characteristics;
The 1st group will undergo the intervention of the body while the 2nd will be the reference situation
and which will not undergo the intervention of the body;
Evaluation of both groups before and after the int
ervention of the body;
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-

Retrieving the results at the end of the observation period of the beneficiary group and comparison
with the reference situation.

At the end of the observation period, the analysis of results on the two groups provides additional
information on the value chain adopted and the assumptions considered.
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EXEMPLE : LE GROUPEMENT DES POTIERES :

If the group opts for the RCT method in order to evaluate and readjust the results, it must first
have identified two distinct groups of potters with the same characteristics.
Throughout the observation period:
-

The 1st group of potters will undergo the intervention of the group.
The 2nd group will operate without the intervention of the group
Once the impact indicator measurement plan has been carried out on the first group, the
group will proceed to a scenario analysis of its results based on the observations made on the
second group.
The observation of the two groups provides additional information to consider for the review
of the value chain and assumptions made.
Example of result formulation:
The adoption of the EIG strategy of launching a new edition had the effect of increasing sales
prices by an average of 30%, which generated average additional income for potters of 20%.
This increase contributed to the evolution of the school enrolment ratio in the village from
70% to 80%.
The observation of a group not impacted by the intervention of the EIG showed a change in
the school enrolment ratio from 70% to 75%.
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V.4

VERIFICATION OF IMPACT MEASUREMENT
RESULTS
INTERNAL CONTROL PLAN

The body must have a dedicated entity in charge of the verification of results internally. The roles and
responsibilities of this entity must be clearly defined. Its budget in terms of human, financial and material
resources as well as the time devoted to the verification of the results must be provided prior to the
measurement process.
The internal audit entity must:
§
§
§

Ensure compliance with the IMS requirements;
Ensure the proper management of the data and results collected in order to undertake the necessary
corrective actions;
Ensure that all necessary resources are made available for the proper conduct of the process.

VI. SUPPORT AND
OPERATIONAL RESOURCES
VI.1

RESSOURCES
VI.1.1

OVERVIEW

The body must ensure the availability of all necessary resources for the definition, application,
maintenance and improvement of the IMS.
It will take into account:
a) Abilities and limitations of existing internal resources;
b) Needs for external resources.
c)
VI.1.2

HUMAN CAPITAL

The body must identify and make available the human capital necessary for the effective implementation
of the IMS.

VI.1.3

INFRASTRUCTURE

The body must identify, make available and maintain the infrastructure essential to the implementation
of the IMS.
The infrastructure may include:
a) Equipment, including hardware and software;
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b) Information and communication technologies

VI.1.4

IMPACT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
ENVIRONMENT

The body must identify, make available and keep the environment conducive to the
implementation of the IMS.

VI.1.5

RESOURCES FOR MONITORING AND MEASURING THE
SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION EFFECTIVENESS
OVERVIEW

The body must identify and make available the resources necessary to ensure acceptable and credible
results when monitoring or measurement is deployed to control compliance with IMS requirements.

TRACEABILITY FOR MEASURING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE SYSTEM
IMPLEMENTATION
When the traceability of the measurement is required or perceived as essential by the body to reinforce
the confidence of stakeholders in the advanced results, the measurement tool must be:
a) Inspected at specified intervals;
b) Identified in order to be able to determine the validity of results;
c) Safe from damage and deterioration.
When a measurement tool appears unsuitable for the intended use, the body must determine whether the
validity of the previous measurement results had been effected and take the appropriate action, if
necessary.

VI.1.6

ORGANIZATIONAL KNOWLEDGE

The body must identify the knowledge essential for the implementation of the IMS. This knowledge must
be accessible to all stakeholders and must be reviewed periodically.
Knowledge may be generated:
a) Internally (such as intellectual property, operational knowledge acquired, sharing undocumented
knowledge and experience, results of process improvement, products and services, etc.);
b) Externally (like standards, university courses, conferences, surveys, etc.).
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VI.2

THE KNOW-HOW

The body must:
a) Identify the essential skills of the person(s) involved in the IMS;
b) Ensure that these persons have the necessary know-how based on initial or professional training or
adequate experience;
c) Otherwise, conduct practical training courses to acquire the essential skills and assess the effectiveness
of these actions; and
d) Keep adequate documented information as evidence of such know-how.
e)
NOTE: Feasible actions may involve training, coaching, re-assignment of currently active teams,
making direct recruitments or subcontracting competent persons.
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VI.3

SENSITIZATION

The body must ensure that persons carrying out work under its authority are aware of:
a)
b)
c)
d)

The IMS principle;
The impact strategy adopted by the body and its objectives;
Their involvement and commitment to the good implementation of the IMS;
Risks incurred due to non-compliance with IMS requirements.

VI.4

DISSEMINATION

The body must identify the appropriate internal and external distribution needs for the IMS including:
a) The content to be disseminated,
b) The timing;
c) The concerned persons;
d) The dissemination channel;
The person in charge of dissemination

VI.5

DOCUMENTS
VI.5.1

OVERVIEW

The IMS must include:
a) The documents required by this document;
b) Documents that the body considers essential to the effectiveness of the IMS.
The scope of documents related to the IMS may differ from one body to another depending on:
a) The size of the body, its activities and processes, and its products and services;
b) The complexity of its processes;
The competence of its teams.
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VI.5.2

PREPARATION AND UPDATING OF DOCUMENTS

When preparing and updating documents, the body must ensure that the following elements are
adequate:
a) Identification and description of documents (e.g. title, date, author, reference number);
b) Their format (e.g. language, software version, graphics) and medium (e.g. electronic, paper);
c) The review performed (and its approval to identify its soundness and adequacy).
VI.5.3

DOCUMENT CONTROL

The documents required by the IMS and this Standard must be controlled to ensure:
a) That they are available and usable, when and where they are deemed essential;
b) That they are properly protected from any loss of confidentiality or inappropriate use.
In order to properly control the documents, the body must put in place the following actions, where
applicable:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Distribution, access, recovery and use;
Storage and protection, including preservation of readability;
Control of modifications (e.g. control of versions);
Retention and disposal.

Documents from external sources, that the body considers essential to the planning and operation of the
IMS, must be recognized and controlled.
Documents kept as proof of compliance must be protected from any unintentional damage.

NOTE: Access, consultation and modification of documents may require formal authorization from the
body’s management.
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VII. EFFECTIVENESS OF THE IMPACT
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
VII.1

CONTROL, CALCULATION, ANALYSIS AND ASSESSMENT
VII.5.1

OVERVIEW

The body must identify:
a) What is essential to control and calculate;
b) The essential control, calculation, analysis and assessment procedures to ensure the compliance of the
results;
c) When control and calculation must be performed; and
d) When the results of control and calculation must be analyzed and assessed.
The body must assess the performance but also the effectiveness of the IMS. It must keep the relevant
documents as affirmations of results.

VII.5.2

ANALYSIS AND ASSESSMENT

The body must analyze and assess the appropriate data and information generated from the control and
calculation.
The results of the analysis must be used to assess:
a)
b)
c)
d)

The performance and effectiveness of the IMS;
The effectiveness with which planning has been put into action;
The effectiveness of actions implemented to deal with risks and seize opportunities;
The need to improve the IMS.

NOTE: Data analysis methods may involve statistical techniques.

VII.2

INTERNAL AUDIT

The body must carry out internal audits at scheduled times to provide information that can be used to
estimate whether the IMS:
a)
b)

Complies with:
The requirements of the body
The requirements of this document
Is implemented effectively and kept up to date.
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The body must:
a) Organize, place, put into action and provide audit program(s), particularly related to frequency,
processes, responsibilities, body requirements and reporting.
The audit program(s) must include the importance of the affected processes, rectifications affecting the
body, and the results of previous audits;
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Establish the criteria and scope of each audit;
Select auditors and carry out audits to ensure the objectivity and neutrality of the audit process;
Ensure that the results of the audits are referred to the relevant department;
Undertake without delay the appropriate corrective actions; and
Keep documents as evidence of program implementation and audit results.

VII.3

VALIDATION AND APPROVAL
VII.3.1

OVERVIEW

At planned times, the management must validate the IMS implemented by the body, to ensure that it is
always adequate, effective and in line with its strategic orientation.

VII.3.2

ENTRY ELEMENTS OF MANAGEMENT VALIDATION

In order to validate the IMS put in place by the body, the management must take into account the following
elements:
a) The state of progress of actions resolved after previous management reviews;
b) Review of external and internal challenges that are congruent for IMS;
c) Information on the performance and effectiveness of the IMS, including trends related to:
o The degree of achievement of the impact objectives;
o The process performance;
o Non-compliance and corrective actions;
o Control and calculation results;
o Audit results; and
o The performance of external providers;
d) Resource adequacy
e) The effectiveness of actions implemented regarding risks opportunities;
f) Improvement opportunities
VII.3.3

RESULT AFTER MANAGEMENT VALIDATION

After validation of the IMS, the management must communicate the following elements:
a) Optimization ways;
b) Modifications to be included in the IMS;
c) Additional resources required.
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The body must keep documents as proof of the output of the management reviews.

VIII. IMPROVEMENT
VIII.1 OVERVIEW
The body must identify and choose areas for improvement and must take all essential actions for effective
impact management.
This must include the improvement of the IMS performance and efficiency.
NOTE: Examples of improvement may include rectification, corrective action, continuous
improvement, breakthrough change, innovation, and redevelopment.

VIII.2 NON-COMPLIANCE AND CORRECTIVE ACTION
When non-compliance occurs, including that relating to a claim, the body must:
a) Respond to non-compliance, and if applicable:
- Act to control and reform it; and
- Assume the consequences properly;
b) Consider whether it is essential to conduct an action to oust the cause(s) of non-compliance, so that it
may not be repeated or arise elsewhere, by:
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

Conducting the review and diagnosing the non-compliance;
Examining and analyzing the reasons for non-compliance; and
Examining whether similar non-compliances exist or could possibly occur;
Take all the necessary actions;
Evaluate the effectiveness of any corrective action taken;
Update the risks and opportunities identified during organization, if necessary;
Rectify, if necessary, the IMS.
Corrective actions must be adequate with non-compliance consequences.

The body must keep documents as proof of:
a) The nature of non-compliance and any subsequent action;
b) Results of any corrective action.
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VIII.3 CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT
The body must continuously improve the relevance, adequacy and effectiveness of the IMS.
The body should take into account the results of the analysis and assessment as well as the outputs of the
management review to identify whether there are needs or opportunities to be considered in the context
of continuous improvement.
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INTRODUCTION
The certification of an impact Management System (IMS) of an applicant body is one of the ways to
ensure that the body has implemented a system to assess its performance in terms of social and/or
environmental impact.
This Standard specifies requirements for certification bodies. Compliance with these requirements
is intended to ensure that these bodies manage the certification of IMS competently and in a
consistent and impartial manner.
The IMS certification provides an independent demonstration that the body's IMS:
a) Meets the specified requirements;
b) Is able to reliably implement the policy and the objectives declared,
c) Is effectively implemented
Compliance assessment, such as certification of an IMS, adds value to the organization and
stakeholders.
This Standard is intended for use by bodies auditing and certifying IMS. It presents general
requirements for "certification bodies" performing audit and certification. These organizations are
called "certification bodies".
Certification includes the audit of an organization's IMS. The approach of certifying compliance with
the IMS Standard takes the form of a certification document.
This Standard outlines a set of requirements for the audit of IMS at a generic level to provide a
reliable determination of compliance with the certification requirements by a competent audit team
that has adequate resources, follows a consistent process and reports results in a methodical
manner.
This Standard is applicable to the audit and the IMS certification. It is acknowledged that additional
criteria may be added to certain requirements, including those related to auditor competencies, to
meet the expectations of interested parties.
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I. SCOPE
The present Standard specifies the principles and requirements related to competence, coherence
and impartiality during audits and IMS certifications.
Management System Certification is a third-party compliance assessment activity.

II. NORMATIVE REFERENCES
The reference document "Impact Management System, requirements and implementation guide" is
essential for the application of this document.
This standard has been established with reference to the European standard EN ISO/ IEC 17021

III. DEFINITION OF TERMINOLOGIES
The terms and definitions presented in the "Impact Management System Standard" apply to this
standard as well as the following:
–

Certified Client: a body whose IMS has been certified;

–

Impartiality: real and perceptible objectivity (other useful terms used to convey the notion of
impartiality are as follows: objectivity, independence, absence of any conflict of interest,
probity, non-discrimination, neutrality, justice, openness, equity, lack of interest, balance);

–

Advice on Impact Management System: contribution to the development, implementation or
maintenance of an IMS;

–

Third-party audit certification: an audit performed by an audit body independent from the
client and the user to certify a client's IMS

–

Client: a body whose IMS is audited for certification purposes;

–

Auditor: a person who performs an audit;

–

Competence: ability to apply knowledge and know-how to achieve desired results.
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Specified requirements: refers to the requirements inferred by the standard and the body
itself in defining its objectives and procedures.

IV. PRINCIPLES
These principles form the basis for this specific performance and the requirements described below
in this Standard. They should be considered as recommendations for decisions to be made in
unforeseen situations and they are not regarded as requirements.
The general purpose of certification is to assure all parties that an IMS meets the specified
requirements. The value of certification corresponds to the level of public trust after an IMS has been
impartially and competently assessed by a third party.
Principles to build trust include:
–
–
–
–
–

Impartiality;
Competence;
Responsibility;
Transparency;
Confidentiality.
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IMPARTIALITY
To grant an accredited certification, a certification body must be and impartial and perceived as
such.
To earn and maintain trust, it is essential that a certification body’s decisions are based on hard
evidence of compliance (or non-compliance), determined by the certification body, and that these
decisions are not distorted by other interests or other parties.
The threats to impartiality are as follows:
–

–

–
–

Personal interests: this threat is due to the fact that a person or entity acts in their own selfinterest. Financial interest represents a threat that could compromise the impartiality of a
certification;
Self-assessment: this threat is due to the fact that a person or entity evaluates their own
work. Auditing the IMS of a client to whom the certification body has provided management
system advice creates a risk due to self-assessment;
Familiarity (or trust): this threat is due to maintaining too much relational proximity or
trusting too much the auditees rather than looking for evidence during audits.
Intimidation: This threat is due to the fact that a person or entity experiences the sensation
of being subject to direct or insidious pressure, for example the threat of being replaced or
denounced to one's superiors.

COMPETENCE
To grant an accredited certification, the certification body must reflect the competence of its
staff, supported by its management system.
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RESPONSABILITY
It is the responsibility of the client body, not the certification body, to ensure compliance with
certification requirements.
The certification body is required to carry out a sufficient assessment of the hard evidence upon
which the certification decision is based. It is on the basis of the audit findings and the existence of
sufficient evidence of compliance that it makes the decision to grant or refuse certification.

TRANSPARENCY
In order to ensure confidence in the integrity and credibility of certification, a certification body
must ensure the accessibility or dissemination to the public of appropriate and up-to-date
information relating to its audit and certification processes as well as the status of the
certification (i.e. the granting, extension, maintenance, renewal, suspension, reduction of the
certification scope or withdrawal of certification) of any body. Transparency is a principle based
on the accessibility or dissemination of appropriate information.

CONFIDENTIALITY
In order to gain privileged access to the information it needs to properly assess compliance with
certification requirements, it is essential that the certification body keeps confidential any private
information about the client.
An appropriate balance between the principles of transparency and confidentiality is
necessary to demonstrate its integrity and credibility to all certification users.
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V. REQUIREMENTS
IN TERMS OF LEGAL AND CONTRACTUAL REQUIREMENTS
LEGAL
Concerning legal matters, the certification body must have the status of a legal entity or a defined
part of a legal entity so that it can be held legally responsible for all its certification activities.
CONTRACTUAL
Before providing certification services, the certification body must have a legally enforceable
contract.
RESPONSIBILITY IN TERMS OF CERTIFICATION DECISIONS
The certification body must retain sole responsibility and authority for the decisions to grant,
maintain, renew, extend, reduce, suspend, and withdraw the certification.

IN TERMS OF IMPARTIALITY
The management of the certification body must undertake to carry out its IMS certification
activities impartially. It must draw up a declaration of recognition on the importance of impartiality
in the process of IMS certification, and ensure the proper management of conflicts of interest and
the objectivity of its activities related to IMS certification.
The certification body must identify, analyze and document potential conflicts of interest inferred
from the proposed certification, including any conflicts arising from its own relationships.
Maintaining relationships does not necessarily mean that a certification body faces a conflict of
interest. However, if a relationship compromises impartiality, the certification body must
demonstrate how it eliminates or limits this risk to a minimum.
When a relationship risks compromising impartiality in an unacceptable way (e.g. in the case of a
subsidiary controlled by the certification body requesting certification from its parent company), the
certification service must not be provided.
A certification body and any other part of the same legal entity must not offer or provide any advice
on IMS. This also applies to part of a government entity identified as a certification body.
A certification body must not certify the IMS of a client having received IMS advice or internal audits,
when the relationship between the advisory body and the certification body pose an unacceptable
threat to the certification body’s impartiality.
The certification body must not subcontract audits to an IMS consultancy agency since this
constitutes an unacceptable threat to the impartiality of the certification body.
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The certification body’s activities must not be marketed or offered as related to the activities of an
IMS consulting body. The certification body must take appropriate measures to prevent a consulting
body from declaring or suggesting that certification would be simpler, easier, faster or less expensive
if a particular certification body is used. Similarly, a certification body must not declare or suggest
that certification would be simpler, easier, faster or less expensive if a specified consultancy body is
used.
To ensure there is no conflict of interest, the personnel engaged in a consultancy activity (including
those acting in a managerial capacity) must not take part, on behalf of the certification body, in an
audit or certification activities if they had taken part in consulting activities on the same IMS of the
concerned client within the two years following the end of the consulting activity.
The certification body must take the necessary measures when its impartiality is threatened by the
actions of individuals, bodies or organizations.
All certification body personnel (internal and external) must act impartially and must not allow
commercial, financial or other pressures to compromise their impartiality.
Certification bodies must require personnel (internal and external) to disclose any situation known
to them that may present them or the certification body with a conflict of interest. Certification bodies
must use this information as input to identify the threats to impartiality caused by the activities of
such personnel or the organizations that employ them and should not employ such personnel,
whether internal or external, unless they can prove that there is no conflict of interest.

IN TERMS OF RESPONSIBILITY AND FINANCIAL SITUATION
The certification body must provide evidence that it has assessed the significant risks arising from
its certification activities and that it has taken the appropriate measures (e.g. insurance or reserves)
to cover liabilities arising from its operations.
The certification body must assess its financial situation and its sources of income and must have
proof that it is free of any commercial, financial or other pressures likely to compromise its
impartiality at the outset and subsequently.

VI. RESOURCES REQUIREMENTS
Within the framework of its own organization, the certification body must employ staff with
sufficient expertise to manage the type and range of audit programs and other certification tasks
performed.
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The certification body must employ or be able to call on a sufficient number of auditors, including
audit team leaders and technical experts, to cover all its activities and to handle the volume of work
represented by the audits to be carried out.
The certification body must provide a clear description of the duties, responsibilities, and authorities
of each concerned person.
The certification body must ensure that the auditors (and, where applicable, the technical experts)
are aware of the audit processes, certification requirements and other applicable requirements.
The certification body must require auditors and external technical experts to sign an agreement
that commits them to comply with the applicable policies and procedures as defined by the
certification body. The agreement must address aspects of confidentiality and independence
regarding commercial and other interests. The certification must require auditors and external
technical experts to disclose any existing or past links that they have or may have had with the body
to be audited.
The certification body must have a legally enforceable agreement covering the adopted
provisions, including confidentiality and conflicts of interest, with each subcontractor.

VII. INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS
PUBLIC AVAILABILITY
The certification body must retain information describing its audit and certification processes for
the issuance, maintenance, extension, renewal, reduction, suspension or withdrawal of
certification.
The certification body must ensure that the information it provides to the client or the market is
neither false nor misleading.
The certification body must make available to the public information relating to the granting,
suspension or withdrawal of certifications.
The certification body must provide, at the request of any party, a means of verifying the validity
of a given certification.
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DOCUMENTS
The certification body must provide the client with a report of assessing compliance with the
specified requirements.
The effective date mentioned on the compliance assessment report must not be earlier than the
date of the certification decision.
The certification document must identify:
a) The name and address of each client whose IMS is certified;
b) The date of certification delivery, extension, and renewal;
c) The expiry date or expected date of a renewal coinciding with the certification renewal
cycle;
d) A unique identification number
e) The standard and/or normative document, including the version and/or review number
used for the audit of the certified client;
f) The scope of certification based on the product (or service), process, etc., as defined for each
site;
g) The name and address of the certification body;
h) Any other information required by the IMS standard;
i)

In the case of revision of certification documents, a means of distinguishing current
versions from previous outdated ones.

DIRECTORY OF CERTIFIED CLIENTS
The certification body must retain and make available to the public, or provide upon request, by
means of its choice, a directory of validated certifications which must at least indicate the name,
the applicable normative document and the scope for each certified client.

REFERENCE TO CERTIFICATION
The certification body must require the client body to:
a) comply with the requirements stipulated by the certification body when referring to the
status of certification in its means of communication, such as the internet, brochures or
advertising and other documents;
b) not make or permit any misleading statement as to its certification;
c) not use or permit the improper use of any certification document, in whole or in part;
d) cease, in the event of suspension or withdrawal of its certification, any advertising that refers
to a certified status, as required by the certification body;
e) modify any advertising object in the event of a reduction in the scope of the certification;
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f)

not use the reference to its IMS certification to suggest that a product (including services) or
process is approved by the certification body;
g) not use its certification in a manner that could damage the reputation of the certification
body and compromise public trust.

CONFIDENTIALITY
In the context of legally binding commitments, the certification body must adopt a policy and take
measures to preserve the confidentiality of information obtained or generated during its
certification activities at all levels of its organization, including that of the committees and external
organizations or persons acting on its behalf.
The certification body must inform the client in advance of the information that it intends to make
public. All other information, except that made public by the client, must be deemed confidential.
Unless otherwise specified in this standard, information about a particular client or individual must
not be disclosed to a third party without the written consent of the client or the person who provided
it. When a certification body is required by law to disclose confidential information to a third party,
the client or person in question must first be notified, within the limits specified by law, of the
information that will be provided.
Client information obtained from other sources must be deemed confidential, in accordance with
the certification body's policy.
Staff, suppliers, staff of external bodies or persons acting on behalf of the certification body must
preserve the confidentiality of all information obtained or generated during the activities of the
certification body.
The certification body must have and use equipment and facilities to ensure safe handling of
confidential information.
When confidential information is divulged to other bodies, the certification body must notify its
client.

EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION WITH CLIENTS
The certification body must duly notify its certified clients of any changes it intends to make to its
certification requirements. It must verify that each certified client complies with the new
requirements.
The certification body must make enforceable arrangements to ensure that the certified client
informs it promptly of issues that may compromise the ability of the IMS to continue to comply with
the requirements of the standard used for certification, for example, changes concerning:
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a) its legal, commercial, owners or organization status;
b) the organization and the management (e.g. key personnel such as managers, decisionmakers or technicians);
c) the contact person details and the main sites;
d) the scope of operations carried out within the framework of the certified management
system; and
e) significant changes to the management system and processes.
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VIII. PROCESS REQUIREMENTS
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

VIII.1.1

AUDIT PROGRAM

For a complete certification cycle, the audit program includes a two-stage initial audit, first- and
second-year monitoring audits, and a certification renewal audit in the third year before the
certification expires. The three-year certification cycle begins with the decision to certify or renew
the certification.

VIII.1.2 AUDIT PLAN
The certification body must ensure that an audit plan is established for each audit identified in the
audit program to serve as the basis for an agreement regarding the performance and scheduling of
audit activities.
The audit objectives must describe what must be carried out by the audit and must include the
following:
a) The determination of the compliance of the client’s IMS with the audit criteria;
b) The assessment of the IMS capacity to ensure the client organization meets the
requirements;
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c) The assessment of IMS efficiency to ensure the client's organization consistently meets its
specified objectives; and
d) Where necessary, the identification of the parts of the IMS that can be improved.
The scope of the audit must describe the extent and the limits of the audit.
The audit criteria must serve as a reference for determining compliance with the requirements and
must include:
–
–

The requirements of the normative document of the IMS; and
The defined processes and documentation of the IMS developed by the client.

The audit plan must be adapted to the objectives and scope of the audit. It must at least include or
refer to the following:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

The audit objectives;
The audit criteria;
The audit scope;
The audit dates;
The expected time and duration of the audit activities;
The roles and responsibilities of the audit team members and accompanying persons.

VIII.1.3

AUDIT TEAM FORMATION

In deciding the audit team size and composition, the following points must be considered:
a)
b)
c)
d)

The objectives, scope, criteria and expected duration of the audit;
The overall skills of the audit team to achieve the audit objectives;
The certification requirements;
If the audit team members were previously involved in the audit of the client's IMS.

The knowledge and know-how of the audit team leader and auditors can be supported by
technical experts, translators and interpreters who must operate under the guidance of an
auditor.
VIII.1.4

DETERMINATION OF THE AUDIT DURATION

When determining the audit duration, the certification body should take into account:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

the requirements of the IMS standard;
size and complexity;
results of previous audits;
the number of sites and all multi-site characteristics;
risks associated with the products, processes or activities of the organization.
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VIII.1.5

MULTI-SITE SAMPLING

When multisite sampling is required to audit a client's IMS covering the same activity in more
than one location, the certification body must develop a sampling program to ensure a correct
assessment of the IMS.

VIII.1.6

COMMUNICATION OF THE AUDIT TEAM’S RESPONSIBILITIES

The tasks assigned to the audit team must be defined and reported to the client organization and
must lead the audit team to:
1. Review and verify the structure, policies, processes, procedures, records and associated
documents of the client organization relevant to the IMS;
2. Check their compliance with all requirements applicable to the scope of certification;
3. Confirm that processes and procedures are established, implemented, and maintained
effectively so that trust can be placed in the client's IMS; and
4. Inform the client of any inconsistencies between its policy, objectives and targets
(consistent with the expectations of the IMS standard) and the results, so that the client
can make arrangements
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VIII.1.7

COMMUNICATION OF THE AUDIT PLAN

The audit plan must be communicated, and the audit dates must be subject to prior agreement
with the client organization.

VIII.1.8

PERFORMING ON-SITE AUDITS

To perform on-site audits, the certification body must have a process. This process must include
an opening meeting at the beginning of the audit and a closing meeting at the end of the audit.

CONDUCTING OPENING MEETING
A formal opening meeting must be held with the client's management and, where applicable, those
responsible for the functions or processes to be audited. The opening meeting, which should
normally be facilitated by the audit team leader, is intended to provide a short explanation of how
the audit activities will unfold and must include the following elements:
a) Presentation of participants and a brief description of their roles;
b) Confirmation of the certification scope;
c) Confirmation of the audit plan (including the type and scope of the audit, objectives and
criteria), any changes and other important provisions, such as the date and time of the
closing meeting, intermediary meetings between the audit team and the clients's
management;
d) Confirmation of formal communication channels between the audit team and the client;
e) Confirmation of the availability of resources and logistics required by the audit team;
f) Confirmation of confidentiality issues;
g) Confirmation of prevention, urgency and safety procedures for the audit team;
h) Method used to report audit findings including their classification;
i) Information on the conditions under which the audit may be terminated prematurely;
j) Confirmation that the audit team leader and the audit team, which represent the
certification body, are responsible for auditing and executing the audit plan, including
activities and audit trails;
k) Confirmation of the status of the previous review or audit findings, if applicable;
l) Methods and procedures used to conduct the audit on the basis of sampling;
m) Confirmation of the language to be used during audit;
n) Confirmation that, during the audit, the client will be kept informed of the progress of the
audit;
o) Client’s opportunity to ask questions;
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COMMUNICATION DURING AUDIT
During the audit, the audit team must periodically evaluate the progress of the audit and exchange
information. The audit team leader must redistribute the work between the audit team members,
if necessary, and regularly inform the client of the progress of the audit and any difficulties.
When available audit evidence indicates that the audit objectives are impractical or suggest the
presence of an immediate and significant risk (e.g. in the area of security), the audit team leader
must report these risks to the client so that it can decide on an appropriate action. Such action
may include reconfirming or modifying the audit plan, changing the objectives or scope of the
audit, or stopping the audit.
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INFORMATION COLLECTION AND VERIFICATION
During the audit, information about the audit objectives, scope and criteria must be collected using
appropriate sampling and then verified to become audit evidence.
Methods for collecting information include the following items, the list of which is not exhaustive:
a) Interviews;
b) Observation of processes and activities;
c) Review of documents and records.
IDENTIFICATION AND RECORDING OF AUDIT FINDINGS
Audit findings summarizing compliance and detailing non-compliance, as well as associated audit
evidence, must be recorded and reported to make an informed decision on issuing or maintaining a
certification.
It is possible to identify and save suggestions for improvement. However, audit findings that
correspond to non-compliance must not be recorded as suggestions for improvement.
A non-compliance finding must be recorded against the specific requirement of the corresponding
audit criterion, include a clear statement of non-compliance and identify in detail the objective
elements upon which the non-compliance is based. Non-compliance instances must be discussed
with the client to ensure that the evidence is accurate and that they are well understood. The
auditor must, however, refrain from identifying the causes of non-compliance or from
suggesting solutions.
The audit team leader must attempt to resolve any differences of opinion between the audit team
and the client about evidence or audit findings. Unresolved points must be recorded.
PREPARATION OF AUDIT FINDINGS
Before the closing meeting, the audit team must:
a) Conduct a review of the audit findings and any other appropriate information gathered
during the audit, in relation to the audit objectives;
b) Agree on the audit findings, taking into account the uncertainty inherent in the audit
process;
c) Determine any follow-up action, where necessary; and
d) Confirm the adequacy of the audit program or identify any necessary changes (e.g. scope,
timing or dates of audit, frequency of monitoring actions, skills).
CONDUCTING THE CLOSING MEETING
A formal closing meeting must be held with the client’s management and, where applicable, those
responsible for the functions or processes being audited. The closing meeting, normally to be
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facilitated by the audit team leader, is intended to present audit findings, including
recommendations for certification. Non-compliance instances must be presented in a way that is
understood, and the response time must be fixed upon mutual agreement.
The closing meeting must also include the following:
a) Notifying the client that the audit evidence collected was based on a sample of information,
thereby introducing an element of uncertainty;
b) The method and time period used to report;
c) The certification body's process for dealing with non-compliance, including all
consequences related to the status of the client's certification;
d) The time frame within which the client must submit a remedial plan and corrective action
for any non-compliance identified during the audit;
e) The post-audit activities of the certification body.
The client must have the opportunity to ask questions. Differences of opinion on the findings or audit
conclusions between the audit team and the client must be discussed and, to their best ability,
resolved. Differences of opinion that have not been resolved must be saved.
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VIII.1.9

AUDIT REPORT

The certification body must provide a written report for each audit. The audit team may also make
suggestions to the client body for improvement but it must not recommend specific solutions. The
audit report remains the property of the certification body.
The audit report must provide an accurate, concise and clear record of the audit to enable an
informed certification decision to be made and must include or refer to the following:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

The identification of the certification body;
The name and address of the client;
The audit type (e.g. initial audit, monitoring or renewal of certification);
the audit criteria
The audit objectives
The scope of the audit, namely the identification of organizational or functional units or the
processes audited, as well as audit duration;
g) The dates and places where the audit activities were carried out;
h) The findings, evidence, and conclusions of audit as per audit type requirements

Any unresolved problems, where necessary.

VIII.1.10

ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS OF NON-COMPLIANCE

The audited body must describe the specific corrections and corrective actions undertaken or
planned to be undertaken in order to eliminate, within a specified timeframe, the non-compliances
detected and their causes, and to remedy any non-compliances that have been identified.

VIII.1.11

EFFECTIVENESS OF CORRECTIONS AND CORRECTIVE

ACTIONS
The certification body must review the corrections, identified causes and corrective actions
submitted by the client to determine if they are acceptable. The certification body must verify the
effectiveness of the corrections and corrective actions undertaken. Evidence obtained to confirm
the resolution of non-compliances must be recorded. The client must be kept informed of the review
and verification outcome.
Additional audits
The audited body must be informed of the need to carry out a full audit or additional partial audit
or to provide documented evidence (to be confirmed during subsequent monitoring audits) to
verify that corrections and corrective actions have been successfully carried out.
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VIII.1.12

PRE-DECISION-MAKING ACTIONS

Before making a decision, the certification body must confirm that:
a) The information provided by the audit team is sufficient in relation to the requirements and
scope of the certification
b) It has reviewed, accepted and verified the effectiveness of corrections and corrective
actions, for all non-conformities that constitute:
1. Failure to meet one or more requirements of the IMS standard; or
2. A situation where there is significant doubt as to the ability of the client’s IMS to
achieve the expected results;
a) It reviewed and accepted the client's corrections and corrective actions for any other
non-compliance.

VIII.2 INITIAL EVALUATION AND CERTIFICATION
VIII.2.1 APPLICATION FOR CERTIFICATION
The certification body must request a duly authorized representative of the applicant organization
to provide the information required to enable it to establish:
a) The scope sought for certification;
b) The general characteristics of the applicant body, including its name, the address of its
site(s), the significant aspects of its processes and operations and any applicable legal
obligations;
c) General information about the scope of the certification applied for and concerning the
applicant body, such as its activities, its human and technical resources, its functions and its
relations within a wider social purpose, where necessary;
d) Information about all outsourced processes used by the organization that will affect
compliance with certification requirements.

VIII.2.2

APPLICATION REVIEW

Before proceeding with the audit, the certification body must review the application and additional
information regarding certification to ensure that:
a) Information on the applicant body and its IMS is sufficient to carry out the audit;
b) The certification requirements are clearly defined, documented and provided to the
applicant body;
c) Any misunderstanding identified between the certification body and the applicant body is
resolved;
d) The certification body is competent and able to perform the required certification service;
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e) The scope of the certification sought, the location(s) where the applicant body carries out
its interventions, the time required for carrying out the audits as well as any other point
having an influence on the certification activities are taken into account (such as language,
security conditions, threats to impartiality, etc.).
Following application review, the certification body must either accept or refuse the request of the
audit’s mission for certification.
On the basis of this review, the certification body must determine the necessary skills for the audit
team to be assigned.
The audit team must be appointed and composed of auditors (and technical experts if necessary)
who collectively have all the skills identified by the certification body. The team must be selected
according to the skills of the auditors and technical experts. It may consist of both internal staff and
external providers.

VIII.2.3

INITIAL CERTIFICATION AUDIT

The initial certification audit of an IMS must be conducted in two steps: Step 1 and Step 2.

STEP 1-AUDIT
The step 1 audit must be conducted with the aim to:
a) Audit the documentation of the IMS implemented by the client;
b) Assess the location and conditions specific to the client's site and create an opportunity for
exchanging information with the client's staff to determine the level of readiness for the
Stage 2 audit;
c) Review the state of the client body and its understanding of the standard requirements,
including identification of key performance or significant aspects, processes, objectives and
operation of the IMS;
d) Conduct a resource allocation review for Step 2 and agree with the client about the details
of the Step 2 audit;
e) Allow the planning for the step 2 audit, once a sufficient understanding of the IMS and the
operation of the site has been acquired, where these may have an influence;
f) Determine whether the internal audits and the management review have been planned and
carried out and whether the level of implementation of the IMS attests that the client body
indicates its readiness to carry out the step 2 audits.
STEP 2-AUDIT
The purpose of step 2 is to assess the implementation and effectiveness of the client IMS. This
second audit step must include at least the following elements:
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a) Information and evidence of compliance with all the requirements of the IMS standard;
b) monitoring, measurement, reporting and reviewing performance against key performance
objectives and targets (consistent with the expectations of the IMS standard);
c) The client IMS and performance against normative compliance;
d) Operational control of client processes;
e) Internal audits and management review; and
Management’s responsibilities with respect to the policies of the client body.
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VIII.2.4 CONCLUSIONS OF THE INITIAL CERTIFICATION AUDIT
The audit team must analyze all the information and evidence gathered during the step 1 and step
2 audits in order to review the results and determine the audit findings.

VIII.2.5 INFORMATION ON THE ISSUANCE OF AN INITIAL

CERTIFICATION
The information provided by the audit team to the certification body to enable it to make a decision
must, at a minimum, include the following:
a) The audit reports;
b) Observations relating to non-compliances and, where appropriate, corrections and
corrective actions undertaken by the client body;
c) Confirmation of the information provided to the certification body and used for application
review;
d) A recommendation as to the decision whether to issue the certification, accompanying any
reservations or comments.
The certification body must make the certification decision based on an assessment of the results
and audit findings and any other relevant information (e.g. public information, client comments
on the audit report).

VIII.3 MONITORING ACTIVITIES
VIII.3.1

OVERVIEW

The certification body must design its monitoring activities so that the representative areas and
functions covered by the IMS are regularly monitored. It must take into account the changes made
to the certified client and to its IMS.
Monitoring activities must include audits to verify the compliance of the certified client IMS with the
requirements specified in the standard against which certification is granted.

VIII.3.2

MONITORING AUDIT

Monitoring audits do not necessarily belong to the entire system and therefore need to be planned
in conjunction with other monitoring activities so that the certification body can maintain trust in
the certified IMS and its ability to remain compliant with certification requirements in the interval
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between two certification renewal audits. The monitoring audit program must at least include the
following:
a) Internal audits and management review;
b) A review of the actions taken with regard to the non-compliances identified during the
previous audit;
c) The effectiveness of the IMS in relation to achieving the objectives of the certified client;
d) The status of planned activities for continuous improvement;
e) Continuous operational control;
f) Review of any changes made.
The monitoring audits must be carried out at least once a year. The date of the first monitoring audit
following the initial certification must be set within a maximum of twelve months from the last day
of the second step of the audit.

VIII.4 CERTIFICATION RENEWAL
VIII.4.1

CERTIFICATION RENEWAL AUDIT PLANNING

A certification renewal audit must be planned and conducted to assess maintained compliance with
all the requirements of the IMS standard. The purpose of the renewal audit is to confirm the
continuous compliance and effectiveness of the overall IMS and its continued relevance and
applicability to the scope of certification.
The certification renewal audit must also include a review of the IMS performance over the
certification period as well as a review of previous monitoring audit reports.
When significant changes are made to the IMS, to the client body or to the context in which the IMS
operates, the activity corresponding to a certification renewal audit may require performing a Step
1 audit.
In the case where the certification body has granted certification to more than one site or
according to several IMS benchmarks, audit planning must provide sufficient audit coverage to
build trust in the certification.

VIII.4.2

CERTIFICATION RENEWAL AUDIT

The certification renewal audit must address the following issues:
a) The effectiveness of the IMS as a whole in light of internal and external changes as well as its
continued relevance and applicability to the scope of certification;
b) Proof of commitment to maintain effectiveness and improvement of the IMS in order to
increase overall performance;
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c) If the operations within the certified IMS contribute to the achievement of the objectives set
in the applicant body policy.
When cases of non-compliance or lack of evidence of compliance are identified during a
certification renewal audit, the certification body must set deadlines for the implementation of
corrections and corrective actions before the expiry of the certification.
VIII.4.3

INFORMATION FOR ISSUING CERTIFICATION RENEWAL

The certification body must make the certification renewal decisions based on the renewal audit
results as well as the system review results corresponding to the certification period.

VIII.5 SUSPENSION, WITHDRAWAL OR REDUCTION OF
CERTIFICATION SCOPE
The certification body must have a policy and one or more documented procedures dealing with the
suspension, withdrawal or reduction of the certification scope and must define the actions to be
taken accordingly.
The certification body must suspend certification process, for example, in cases where
a) The certified IMS has consistently or seriously failed to meet the certification requirements,
including the requirement for the effectiveness of the IMS;
b) The certified client did not allow the completion of the monitoring audits or the renewal of
the certification at the required frequency;
c) If the certified body has voluntarily applied for a temporary suspension.
When suspended, the client’s IMS certification is provisionally invalidated. The certification body
must make binding arrangements with its clients to ensure that in the event of suspension the client
will abstain from any promotion of its certification. The certification body must inform the public of
any suspension of certification and take any other action it deems necessary.
Failure to resolve the issues within the time frame set by the certification body must result in the
withdrawal or reduction of the scope of certification.
Where the client has consistently or seriously failed to meet certification requirements for certain
elements within the scope of certification, the certification body must reduce the scope of
certification to exclude items that do not meet the requirements. Such a reduction in scope must be
in accordance with the standard requirements on which the certification is based.
The certification body must make binding provisions with the certified client in case of certification
withdrawal to ensure that, upon notification of the certification withdrawal, the client ceases all
advertising that refers to its status as a certified body.
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Upon request from a third party, the certification body must indicate the status of a client IMS
certification as suspended, withdrawn or reduced.

VIII.6 RECORDS OF APPLICANTS AND CLIENTS
The certification body must keep records of the audit process and other certification activities of all
bodies audited, certified or whose certification has been suspended or withdrawn.
Records relating to certified clients must include:
a) Information about the application and the initial audit, monitoring and renewal of
certification reports;
b) The certification contract;
c) The rationale for the methodology used for sampling;
d) Verification of corrections and corrective actions;
e) Documentation of certification decisions;
f) Certification documents, including the scope of certification in terms of product, process or
service, as the case may be; and
g) The associated records required to establish the credibility of the certification such as proof
of competence of auditors and technical experts.
The certification body must have a documented policy and procedures on record keeping.
Records must be kept during the current cycle plus a full certification cycle.
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APPENDICES

Appendix 1: Audit of Impact Management Systems « IMS »: Terms of Reference (TOR)
Appendix 2: Audit of Impact Management Systems « IMS »: Questionnaire for the TOR
Appendix 3: Directive on the use of the IMS name and associated logos
Appendix 4: Certificate 1
Appendix 5: Logo 1
Appendix 6: Certificate 2
Appendix 7: Logo 2
Appendix 8: Examples of the use of the Logo
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APPENDIX 1:
AUDIT OF IMPACT MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS « IMS »
TERMS OF REFERENCE (TOR)
1- Verify that the body has implemented appropriate means for an awareness of its
environment and interactions which exist and that link it to the different components of the
environment and stakeholders.
2- Verify if
-

The body has developed a map of the impacts already generated or that can be
generated by the activities (Example: Establishment of an activity/ impact matrix)

-

The body has clearly identified negative and positive impacts

-

The mapping clearly specifies the nature of the impact: its intensity and its frequency

3- Verify if the body has set its value chain:
-

The assumptions (Example: input, output, out course and impact)

-

The assumptions measured

4- Verify if the body set up means to identify negative impacts and to control them.
5- Verify whether the body has established, in a documented manner, its choice of impact
sectors to which it wishes to address
6- Verify that the body carries out periodic reviews and revalidations.
-

Documentation of the review and the revalidation

-

Frequency of periodic meetings (the periodicity is judged by the auditor)

7- Verify if the management makes the necessary updates of its IMS
8- Verify the reliability of the process for measurement planning of the IMS
9- Verify the efficiency of the body’s internal control entity
10- Verify if the body has put the necessary resources for the application, updating and
improvement of the IMS
11- Verify if the body is identifying areas of improvement and implementing key actions for the
effective management of impact.
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APPENDIX 2:
AUDIT OF IMPACT MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS « IMS » :
QUESTIONNAIRE FOR THE TOR
YES

NO

Observations

Impact sectors
-

Does the body have a mapping of its generated or
to be generated impacts?

-

Does the mapping specify:

-

•

The nature of the impact?

•

The intensity of the impact?

•

The frequency of the impact?

Are the negative impacts of high incidence or
intensity identified?
If yes, has the body taken the appropriate measures
for their management?

Theory of change and value chain of the impact
-

Does the body have supporting
documents regarding choice of its impact sector(s)?

-

Has the body prepared the impact value chain?

-

Are the assumptions precisely:
•

Stated?

•

Reviewed?

•

Adapted?

•

Revalidated periodically by the company’s
management?

Adoption of the IMS - Role of the management
-

Has the management put in place the necessary
measures to ensure the good conduct of the IMS?
- If yes, have these measures been documented
(Minutes of meeting, internal memo…)?
- Are the policy and the objectives of the impact
measurement established for the IMS?
- If yes, have these measurement policies and
objectives been documented (minutes, memo...)?
- Has the management verified that the policies and
objectives are compatible with the body’s strategic
direction?
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-

-

Are the principles of IMS adopted by all the body’s
professions?
If yes, has this been subject to a documented
verification that leaves a written record?
Has management put in place all the resources
required for the implementation of the IMS?
Has management made its staff aware of the
importance of having an effective IMS?
Has management made its staff aware of the
importance of having an IMS that meets its
requirements?
Has management ensured that the IMS achieves the
expected results?
Did the management encourage individuals
to ensure the effectiveness of the IMS?
Has management ensured
the continuous improvement of the IMS?
Has management ensured continuous improvement
of the IMS methodology?
Has management defined the roles and
responsibilities of stakeholders in the IMS?
Has management guaranteed:
•

The firm commitment of all stakeholders to
this impact strategy?

•

If yes, is this commitment documented?

•
•

The control of all risks likely to alter the good
conduct of IMS?
If yes, have these risks and the means of
control been well identified and
documented?

•

The continuous improvement of the IMS?

•

If yes, have the means of improvement been
well set in writing and supported by all
stakeholders?

Adoption of the IMS Principles
-

Is the IMS in place adequate with the context of the
body?
Does the IMS in place support
the achievement of objectives?

-

Does the IMS promote continuous improvement?

-

Is the IMS accessible to all the stakeholders?

-

Is the IMS documented?

-

Is the IMS continuously updated?
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-

Is the updating documented?

-

Has the organization circulated and adopted the
IMS among stakeholders?
Has management implemented means to verify
whether the IMS complies with normative
requirements?

-

Do the processes deliver the expected results?

-

Is reporting on the IMS performance available?

-

Is reporting on improvement opportunities
available?
When modifications /updates are planned and
implemented, is the integrity of IMS system
maintained?

-

Planning of the impact measurement - Prioritization
-

Is there a list of impacts that the body may have
on its environment?
Is this list ranked according to frequency and
intensity?
Does the body control the risks generated (negative
impact)?

Planning of the impact measurement- Prioritization
-

Are the selected indicators:
•
•
•

Aligned with impact and value chain
objectives?
SMART: specific, measurable, accepted and
time bound?
Clearly defined?

Planning of the impact measurement - Readjustment
-

Is the adopted measurement approach of the
indicators properly planned?
Is the adopted measurement approach of the
indicators clearly defined?
Is the adopted measurement approach of the
indicators communicated internally?
Is the adopted measurement approach of the
indicators available for all external request?
Does the impact measurement take into account
the readjustment of each estimation or
dentification of adopted indicators?

Planning of the impact measurement - Auditing of impact measurement results
-

Does the body have an entity dedicated to auditing
results internally?

-

Are the responsibilities of this entity clearly defined?
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-

Does the internal audit entity ensure compliance
with the IMS requirements?
Does the internal audit entity ensure the proper
management of the data and the results collected?
Does the internal audit entity have all the necessary
resources for the proper conduct of process?

Support & operational means - Resources
-

Has the body made the necessary human capital
available for the effective implementation of IMS?
Has the body made the essential
infrastructure available for IMS implementation?
Has the body created the enabling environment for
the implementation of the IMS?
Does the body ensure the traceability of the
effectiveness measurement of the system?
Does the body identify the knowledge essential for
the IMS implementation?

-

Is this knowledge available to all stakeholders?

-

Is this knowledge reviewed periodically?

Support & operational means – the know-how
-

-

Does the body identify the essential skills of
individuals involved in the IMS?
Do these individuals have the necessary know-how
on the basis of basic or professional training or
relevant experience?
Does the body ensure the retention of adequate
documented information as proof of such knowhow?

Support & operational means – Awareness
-

Does the body raise awareness of individuals of:
•

The principle of IMS?

•

The impact strategy adopted by the body?

•

Their involvement and commitment in the
good conduct of IMS?
The risks incurred due to non-compliance
with IMS requirements?

•

Support & operational means – Dissemination
-

Has the body identified the need for adequate IMS
internal and external dissemination?

Support & operational means - Documents
-

Does the IMS include the documents required by the
standard?
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-

-

Does the IMS include the documents that the body
considers essential for the effectiveness of the IMS?
When preparing and updating the documents, are
the subsequent elements adequate in relation to:
• The identification and description of
documents (e.g. title, date, author, reference
number)?
• Their format (language, software version,
graphics) and support (electronic, paper)?
• The review conducted (and their approval to
identify the validity and the adequacy)?
Are the documents required by the IMS and this
standard under control?
Has the body put in place the following subsequent
actions?
•

Distribution?

•

Access?

•

Recovery?

•

Use?

•

Storage and Protection?

•

Change Control?

•

Retention and Disposal?

-

Are the external documents recognized and
controlled?
Effectiveness of the Impact Management System – Monitoring, Calculation, Analysis and
Assessment
- Does the body analyze the
appropriate information and data generated from
monitoring and calculation?
-

Does the body use these results to assess:
•

The performance and effectiveness of the IMS?

•

The effectiveness with which the planning has
been implement?

•

The effectiveness of the actions implemented?

•

The need to improve the IMS?

Effectiveness of the Impact Management System - Internal Audit
-

Does the body organize audit programs, particularly
concerning:
•

The frequency?

•

The processes?
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-

•

The responsibilities?

•

The body requirements?

•

The report?

Does the body establish the criteria and scope of
each audit?
Does the body choose the auditors to ensure
the objectivity and the neutrality of audit process?
Are the audit results returned to the relevant
management?
Are the appropriate corrective actions initiated
without unreasonable delay?
Are the documents kept as proof of program
implementation and audit results?

Effectiveness of the Impact Management System - validation and approval
-

-

To validate the IMS set up, does management take
into account the following elements:
• The state of progress of determined actions
following the preceding
management reviews?
• The external and internal review of issues that
are congruent for the IMS?
• The information on the performance and the
effectiveness of IMS?
•

The adequacy of resources?

•

The effectiveness of actions implemented to
address risks and opportunities?

•

The opportunities for improvement?

After its validation of the IMS, does the management
communicate the following elements:
•

Optimization potentials?

•

Changes to integrate with the IMS?

•

Additional resources required?

Improvement
-

Has the body identified the areas for
improvements?

-

When a non-compliance occurs, does the body:
•

Respond to the non-compliance?

•

Assess whether it is essential to take an action
to remove the causes of non-compliance?

•

Take all necessary actions?
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-

-

•

Assess the effectiveness of any corrective
action taken?

•

Update the identified risks and opportunities?

•

Rectify the IMS, where appropriate?

Are the corrective actions appropriate for the
consequences of non-compliances?
Does the body retain the documents justifying the
non-compliances and the measures implemented
subsequently?
Does the body retain the documents justifying the
results of any corrective action?
Does the body continuously improve the relevance,
adequacy and effectiveness of the IMS?

All the answers “yes" should be the subject of a question on the documentation relating
thereto (e.g. meeting minutes, memorandums, disseminated procedures etc.)
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APPENDIX 3:
DIRECTIVE ON THE USE OF THE IMS NAME AND ASSOCIATED LOGOS

The use of the logo is subordinated to an audit having resulted in a certification carried out by an
auditor who is a member of the order of accountants in accordance with the specifications that are
the subject of this document.
The auditor issues a certificate (certificate 1; template below) authorizing the use of the logo
according to the following guidelines:
The IMS logos are of two types:
-

The general logo (Logo 1) attesting to the implementation of the IMS system within the body.
This logo is valid for a period of two years following the audit.
The logo certifying the social or impact indicators associated with the IMS (Logo 2). The use
of the logo must be done according to the model below (certificate 2) and subjected to an
annual review.

The digital versions of the logo are issued free of charge on request of the accountant order
members.
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APPENDIX 4:
CERTIFICATE 1

[NAME AND LOGO OF CERTIFICATION BODY]
[REGISTRATION OF THE ACCOUNTANT ORDER]

CERTIFICATE OF REGISTRATION
Impact Management System (IMS)

This certifies that:

[NAME OF THE ORGANIZATION]
[ADRESS OF THE ORGANIZATION]
[CONTACT INFORMATION]

Operates an impact management system that complies with the requirements of IMS 01/2019 for
the following scope:
[IMPACT SECTOR CHOSEN]

Effective date: xxxx-xx-xx
Expiration date: xxxx-xx-xx

For [NAME OF CERTIFICATION BODY]

[Signature]
[NAME OF AUDITOR]

FOR [NAME OF THE ORGANIZATION]

[Signature]
[NAME OF THE ORGANIZATION’S
REPRESENTATIVE]
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APPENDIX 5:
LOGO 1

IMS logo attesting the implementation of the IMS within the body. It can be used in the letterheads
or any document presenting the company.
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APPENDIX 6:
CERTIFICATE 2

The body has put in place an IMS that highlights negative impacts that were controlled and
positive impacts that led to the following indicators:
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APPENDIX 7:
LOGO 2

IMS logo certifying the social or impact indicators associated with the IMS.
The body may choose one of the following four variations of the logo to be used in accordance with
Certificate 2.
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APPENDIX 8:
EXAMPLES OF THE USE OF THE LOGO
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